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� Smt.Latha is the daughter of 

Shri. Doraiswamy Rangachari and           

Smt. Alamelu Rangachari who instilled a  

deep cultural heritage and a strong value 

PERSONAL

deep cultural heritage and a strong value 

structure in her. 

� She is the wife of Superstar Rajinikanth 

the iconic star known worldwide, who 

enjoys the love and following of millions of 

people all over the world. 

� She is the proud mother of 

Aishwarya Rajinikanth Dhanush & 

Soundarya Rajinikanth, who have made a 

mark for themselves in their chosen careers.



Latha Rajinikanth is an Educationist and founder of the

The Ashram Group of Institutions that was started in 1991.

– THE EDUCATIONIST

LATHA RAJINIKANTH

At The Ashram, education is imparted with a difference and a rich

learning atmosphere is evolved in order to facilitate sharing of

knowledge.



UNDERSTANDING what a student is,

what he would like to be and what he is

naturally capable of being.

OUR FOUNDER’S PHILOSOPHY AT 

THE ASHRAM FOR EDUCATION

naturally capable of being.

BELIEVES that the choice of subjects and

curriculum should compliment students

abilities towards the choice of Profession

and Career.

EMPHASIZESEMPHASIZES that by forcing students

into a rigid /fixed pattern we fail to identify

what is best in each individual.



“Working towards meaningful, purposeful

and wholesome education”

Right Education…. For Right Living…..

- Latha Rajinikanth- Latha Rajinikanth



THE ASHRAM GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS ENTERS ITS 

SILVER JUBILEE IN 2016 

We move forward in the 25th year of the

The Ashram Group of Institutions with more

goals to achieve……goals to achieve……

…… Open our own campus……

…… Open more Academies for the betterment

of children like The Ashram’s Aptitude & Skill

Academy and many more…..



Childhood is the very foundation of one’s life. The

impacts and impressions that are created in a

growing mind go a long way in shaping one’s

personality. A responsible society needs to realize

this deeply and pay priority attention to its

FOUNDER’S NOTE

this deeply and pay priority attention to its

importance. Only a healthy childhood can produce

wholesome and worthy people and people are the

very force and power behind any nation.

It is only through meaningful education that a

country can be blessed with people of fine caliber

and character. The glory of India still lies only in itsand character. The glory of India still lies only in its

ancient past and its ancient advanced society, which

lived in peace, harmony and prosperity. Our children

today are witnessing along with us, utter

deterioration, degeneration and destruction all round

– socially, culturally, economically, spiritually and

morally.



It is unfortunate that we have to witness today the

crumbling of our great nation’s morale. We live in a

period where India stands impoverished in its noble and

profound wisdom. We cannot afford to remain in our

slumber of indifference and ignorance towards an urgent

need. Yes, we need a renaissance today – and this has to

come first in education, which forms the basis of ancome first in education, which forms the basis of an

individual’s development.

As Indians, we need to regain our moralistic strength and

realign the value structure in our children today. We need

to make India rise up again in the eyes of the world and

help her stand with her head held high. This can be made

possible only if all of us work together with commitmentpossible only if all of us work together with commitment

and selflessness. Generations have gone by without an

awakening to this cause, we cannot afford to lay back

further. We as conscious society must not incur the

condemnation of the generations yet to come, that we

failed in our duty to save the spirit, glory and heritage of

our land.



To experience at least a little of our truly advanced ancient India once

again and to rediscover it for our children, let us begin with the right

approach to education. Let us pledge to give our country once again the

kind of people that we can be proud of. Let India see once again, the likes

of our ancestors who stood as symbols of high thinking ,simple living and

an inspiration to the entire world. It is not a sacrifice but our duty toan inspiration to the entire world. It is not a sacrifice but our duty to

protect and save our motherland that bears, nurtures and nourishes it. To

our Dharma Bhoomi Bharat and to the lineage of great masters and

teachers of this land, I dedicate the mission I have taken up for the cause

of education.

I look forward to everyone of you to join and patronize me in this reform

movement – which I place as an offering to our “ Little Great People” –

our children.

- Latha Rajinikanth

our children.

Let us wake up , as in this awakening only, lies the future of our children



PHOTO GALLERYPHOTO GALLERY
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Latha Rajinikanth is a musician, composer,

LATHA RAJINIKANTH

- AS AN ARTIST

singer, writer and a natural choreographer

whose artistic skills have trained and moulded

several generations of young talents. Her stage

shows were performed in Malaysia, Singapore,

London, Canada and her salutation event for

her iconic husband Shri. Rajinikanth was

performed in Chennai as “Rajini 25”performed in Chennai as “Rajini 25”

commemorating 25 years of the Superstar’s

career.



Further, her passion to provide a platform for young talents made her

design a very special event named ‘Dayaa 2000’ which was performed

in 5 centres in Tamilnadu with a huge response from the student

community.

She continues to sing, compose and has written a book on children titledShe continues to sing, compose and has written a book on children titled

“Avargal Chinnanchiru Manithargal” and is now planning her further

publications and music.



A strong visionary, a firm believer of the policy “Don’t talk About

Change, be The Change Maker”; Latha Rajinikanth not just

preaches this, but follows this philosophy herself and motivates and

guides others to do the same. After decades of being in public life

LATHA RAJINIKANTH

- THE VISIONARY

LATHA RAJINIKANTH

- THE VISIONARY

guides others to do the same. After decades of being in public life

and interacting with people from all walks of life as part of her daily

routine, it has been her passion to create the change to bring back the

past enriched glory of India, its traditions, values and the high

thinking simple living of this land, through various projects.



LATHA RAJINIKANTH 
– THE PHILANTHROPIST

“Dayaa”, meaning compassion is the very essence of human nature - a

quality of vital significance, that sets us apart as unique in creation.

Though we are making significant strides in terms of technology andThough we are making significant strides in terms of technology and

resources, we cannot call ourselves advanced if we stand devoid of

feelings. In the quest for material prowess we cannot shed our

humaneness. We cannot stop acting and reacting with our hearts and

only plough forward with our minds.



An institution... a body that will strive for the above mentioned causes

was felt strongly by Smt. Latha Rajinikanth... an institution that will

lend itself to support the needy, that will uphold the morals and values

of our culture and preserve its treasures ... that would offer shelter andof our culture and preserve its treasures ... that would offer shelter and

solace to stranded members of the society... in short an institution that

would mother any life that needs one.

In an attempt to rekindle the need for empathy... Dayaa was born.



LATHA RAJINIKANTH…  
- AS AN ENTREPRENEUR

Latha Rajnikanth is an entrepreneur.Latha Rajnikanth is an entrepreneur.

Her enterprising abilities are seen in

creating a strong work force, tapping

skills in youth and providing a

constructive path for development.

Her entrepreneurial skills pave the way

for modernization of the old, without

disturbing or compromising on qualitydisturbing or compromising on quality

and originality, yet concentrating on

preservation. She develops her ideas into

projects that create skill development and

employment.



LATHA RAJINIKANTH AND HER 

PASSION FOR CHILDREN….

For Latha Rajinikanth her everyday thoughts, feelings and emotions

are embedded into the world of children. Her extra ordinary love and

passion for children has moved her to work for their safety, welfare,

protection, care, support and a proper life, which they deserve to live.protection, care, support and a proper life, which they deserve to live.

She is bringing her initiative under a very special programme….

….. “CARE FOR CHILDREN”…..

…… to awaken a global consciousness, sensitivity and the utmost need

that we owe to infants, toddlers and kids who look up to us for this.

Children or ‘Little People’ as fondly referred by Latha Rajinikanth

have always been the nucleus of all her activities and the centre of her

life.



Various Social organizations having

recognized her service to children, society

and humanity in general, have bestowed

upon her accolades and honors on numerous

RECOGNITIONSRECOGNITIONS

upon her accolades and honors on numerous

occasions.

She is a recipient of SEVA RATNA

AWARD, GURUVANDAN AWARD,

CHACHA NEHRU AWARD, to name a

few.

Latha Rajinikanth continues to be a

constant source of inspiration to many

around her, because of the sheer commitment

and dedication that she devotes to the

betterment of the self and society at large.
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